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In this paper we study the three-dimensional curves generated by the iterated 
bending of a piece of wire, which are generalizations of the so-called “dragon cur- 
ves” or “paper-folding sequences” previously studied by Davis and Knuth, Mend&s 
France, and other writers. These “wire-bending sequences” have several surprising 
properties. We characterize the nth term of a wire-bending sequence in terms of the 
binary expansion of n. We prove that the curves traced out in R3 by many wire- 
bending sequences are actually bounded, although they are all aperiodic. Finally, we 
illustrate the close connection between wire-bending and the continued fractions for 
the transcendental numbers C,, ~ a a, g -*“, where E, = k 1 and g 3 3 is an integer. 
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1. I~TR00ucT10N 
In this paper we study the three-dimensional curves generated by the 
iterated bending of a piece of wire, which are generalizations of the so- 
called “dragon curves” or “paper-folding sequences.” These “wire-bending 
sequences” have several surprising properties. They also provide new exam- 
ples of “automatic sequences” (see Section 4). 
Section 2 below reviews some of the basic results about paper-folding 
curves, and introduces four descriptions of these curves which are used 
throughout the rest of the paper. In Section 3 we describe our model of 
wire-bending in. detail and prove the basic properties of the resulting 
sequences. In Section 4 we describe the nth term of a wire-bending 
sequence in terms of the binary expansion of n. A corollary is the charac- 
terization of those wire-bending sequences accepted by finite automata. 
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In Section 5, we prove the somewhat surprising fact that the curves 
traced out in R3 by many wire-bending sequences are actually bounded. 
Section 6 discusses wire-bending sequences in terms of perturbed sym- 
metries. Finally, in Section 7 we illustrate the close connection between 
wire-bending and the continued fractions for the transcendental numbers 
where E, = + 1 and g> 3 is an integer. 
Many of our theorems deal with (finite or infinite) strings of symbols. 
We use the traditional conventions that E is the empty string; IsI denotes 
the length or number of symbols in the string s; juxtaposition of strings 
represents concatenation; and sc denotes the string 
SSS~~~S. 
L’ copies 
2. PAPER-FOLDING SEQUENCES: FOUR DESCRIPTIONS 
Repeatedly folding a piece of paper in half, followed by unfolding to 90”, 
gives rise to a curve which has been studied in several papers (e.g. 
[DK, DMP, MP]). 
Clearly n such folds results in 2” segments of a “broken line.” Since at 
each fold we have a choice of making a “right-handed” or a “left-handed” 
fold, we can obtain 2” different patterns after n folds. The sequence of turns 
so obtained can be recorded in four different ways; we describe each 
method and illustrate it for the curve in Fig. 1, which represents the curve 
arising from “right-handed” folding performed four times, followed by 
unfolding: 
l Method A. Starting at the origin (0, 0), by the sequence of 2” + 1 
lattice points (x,, y,) in R* traced out by the curve: 
n=O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
x,=0 0 1 12 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 -1 -1 0 
y,=o 1 1 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -2 -3 -3 -2 -2 -3 -3 -4 -4. 
l Method B. By the sequence of 2” directions {d,,} (n=north; 
s = south; e = east; w  = west). Note that this sequence is just an encoding of 
the first differences of the sequence described above: 
n= 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
d,,=neseswseswn w s wse. 
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FIG. 1. Right-handed folding repeated four times. 
l Method C. By the sequence of 2” - 1 turns (a,} made when 
“walking” along the curve from beginning to end (R = right; L = left): 
n= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
a,=RRLRRLLRRRLLRLL. 
l Method D. By considering two consecutive turns and writing c if 
the turns are in the same direction and z if they are in opposite directions, 
the sequence of 2” - 2 twists {t,} so obtained: 
n= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
t,=CZZCZCZCCZ c z z c. 
To describe these sequences mathematically, it is convenient to begin 
with description C above. Let us write B, for the string of 2” - 1 turns 
obtained after the paper has been folded n times. Let us write A, for the 
sequence of folding instructions, where A,, is the last fold made (not the 
first!), A, is the second to last, etc. Then the reader should verify the 
following. 
Observation. B0 = E; B, + , = B, A,@ for n > 0, where by XR we mean 
the symbols of X taken in reverse order, and x changes each L in X to R 
and vice versa. 
Note that IB,I = 2” - 1, and so A, = a,.. 
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Since the instructions A,, A 1, . . . appear in reverse order, it seems more 
appropriate to call them unfolding instructions, terminology to which we 
shall adhere for the rest of the paper. By letting the number of unfolding 
instructions go to infinity, we obtain an infinite sequence of turns which we 
denote by {Q,,)~~~, as in description C above. Each set of unfolding 
instructions corresponds to a different curve, yielding an uncountable set of 
such curves. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let {a,, } be the sequence of turns corresponding to the 
infinite sequence of unfolding instructions AO, A,, . . . . Write n = 2”(2k + 1) 
with s, k > 0. Then 
a,= - 
1 
AS7 if k=O (mod 2); 
A52 if kc1 (mod2). 
Proof. We will not give the proof here, since it will follow as an 
easy corollary of Theorem 4.1. The proof can also be found in [DMP] 
or [MP]. 1 
By “aperiodic” we understand “not ultimately periodic.” Then using 
Theorem 2.1, it is easy to prove the following. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let {a,},, 1 be the turn sequence for the set of unfolding 
instructions A,, A L, . . . . Then {a,} is aperiodic. 
Proof This proof has previously appeared in [DMP], but we repeat it 
here for completeness. 
Assume that (a,},, , is a paper-folding sequence and is ultimately 
periodic. Then there exist m, K such that 
a,=a,+, for all n > K. 
Let m = 2”(26 + 1). Define nj= 2”“(2i+ 1); then (a,}i,, is of period two 
by Theorem 2.1. But 
m+n,=2”(2b+ 1)+2”+‘(2i+ 1)=2”(2(b+2i+ l)+ l), 
so {a, + .,} i2 1 is of period one by Theorem 2.1, a contradiction. 1 
3. WIRE BENDING: AN INTRODUCTION 
After discovering the results of Section 2, it is natural to wonder about 
generalizations to curves in higher dimensions. Indeed, Davis and Knuth 
conclude their 1970 article [DK] by asking: 
Are there 3-dimensional “dragon curves” which have aesthetic properties 
comparable to the 2-dimensional ones considered here? . ..we have not been able to 
discover any 3-dimensional generalization of any particular interest... 
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In the rest of this paper, we attempt to give an answer to the question of 
Davis and Knuth. To do so, we note that the planar aspect of the paper 
used in paper-folding is really a red herring: in fact, we could just as easily 
have folded an arbitrarily narrow “sheet” of paper, since it is only the curve 
traced out by the edge of the paper that concerns us. Thus we could just as 
well have “folded” a piece of wire, a point of view which easily generalizes 
to three (and higher) dimensions. 
In this section, then, we begin our investigation of the sequences which 
arise from the iterated bending of a piece of wire. We will always begin by 
bending a straight, thin, flexible wire, oriented pointing north, as in Fig. 2 
below. 
Such a wire can be bent 180” around its midpoint in any one of four 
directions: to the right (R); to the left (L); up (U); or down (D). Once 
bent, we can pretend that the wire is again a straight thin piece of wire, 
oriented pointing north, and continue bending the wire. At the end, we 
begin unbending the wire until all the bends have become 90”. 
Reading the Sequence of Turns from a Bent Wire 
We read the sequence of turns as follows: begin with the first segment 
pointing north, and read the direction of the first bend (R, L, U, or D.) 
Now rotate the entire curve in the direction opposite to this turn, so the 
next segment is brought into the north-pointing orientation. Now we read 
the direction of the next turn and continue this process until all the turns 
have been written down. 
(H. W. Lenstra, Jr. has suggested another way to visualize the sequence 
of turns. We take a wire which is square in cross section, and paint the top 
side before we begin bending. After unbending, we just follow the sequence 
of turns performed by the painted side.) 
For example, if we bend the wire first to the right and then to the left, 
upon unbending we read the sequence of turns as LRR. On the other hand, 
FIG. 2. Initial wire configuration. 
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if we bend the wire first to the right and then up, we otain the sequence 
URU. (It is suggested that the reader spend a few moments experimenting 
at this point with a real piece of wire.) 
Describing the Sequence of Turns 
We define R=L; L=R; U=D; D=U. 
Now let A,, A,, A,, . . . . A, be a finite sequence of bends, taken in reverse 
order, so that A, is the last bend performed, A, is the next-to-last, etc. Let 
B, be the sequence of 2” - 1 turns obtained from bending n times and then 
unbending. Then from the same argument given above for paper folding 
sequences, we see that 
B n+~ =BnAR. (1) 
However, it is no longer always true that Bk=@, as it was for the 
paper-folding sequences. This can easily be verified by considering the 
sequence which is generated by A,, = U, A, = R, which was the second 
example described above. In fact, we claim that 
B:, = ~PP,,(%), (2) 
where opp.(F) is the function which “selectively” inverts the direction of 
the turns of F, depending on E, and is defined by 
if FE {E, E}; 
otherwise. 
(Here opp,(F) is defined for single turns E and F. But it is extended to act 
on sequences of turns F by the obvious method, namely, 
If FE (E, E}, then we say that the bends E and F are in the same plane. 
Thus we have: 
THEOREM 3.1. Inserting a new first bend A,, transforms a sequence of 
turns B, into B, A, BL, where BA coincides with B,R except for those turns in 
the same plane as A,,, which are inverted. 
ProoJ: The statement of this theorem can be verified on the two exam- 
ples given above. It becomes intuitively believable after a reasonable 
amount of experimentation with actual wire, but we do not know a simple 
convincing argument. Thus we feel compelled to give a more detailed proof. 
We begin by attaching an xyz-coordinate system to the beginning of the 
curve, as shown below in Fig. 3. 
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FIG. 3. Attaching an xyz-coordinate system. 
This coordinate system will move along the bent wire, following the 
sequence of turns. Note that the y-coordinate initially points north; hence 
the sequence of directions pointed to by the y-coordinate will agree with 
the sequence of directions followed by the wire. 
Transformations of this coordinate system are given by 3 x 3 rotation 
matrices, namely: 
Notice that M,=M,’ and M,=M;‘; i.e., MF=M;‘. 
Our initial coordinate system is given by the identity matrix 
i 0 1 0 1 0 ) 
0 0 1 ) 
where each column gives the direction pointed to by the coordinate axes, 
given by the following map: 
e: (1, 0,O); w: (- 1, 0, 0); 
n: (0, 1,O); s: (0, - 1,O); 
u: (O,O, 1); d: (0, 0, - 1). 
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Then, after a finite sequence of turns given by 
4, a,, . . . . a,, 
our coordinate system is given by the product of matrices 
M a,q...(l, ‘% M,, M,, . . . M,, . 
Thus the direction pointed to by the rth segment of the bent wire is just 
the y-coordinate of this matrix product, or 
We need one more observation. Namely, suppose we have some 
sequence of turns B in a bent wire (nat necessarily generated by iterated 
bending) and we extend this sequence by “doubling” the wire and then 
unbending along one of the four directions FE {R, L, U, D}, as in Fig. 4. 
Then the new sequence of turns is BFB’. If we now double this inserted 
bend F, we force the turns in the second half of the sequence BFFB’ to 
follow the bends in the first half, but in the reuerse order. In other words, 
we have 
Observation 3.2. If BFB’ is the sequence of turns generated by inserting 
a new bend F and then unbending B along F, we have 
M BFFB’ 
In fact, the same observation is easily seen to hold for every suffix of the 
sequence B, and this is sufficient to allow us to determine B’ in terms of B. 
We have the following 
FIG. 4. Doubling an initial bend. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Suppose B= B, B, .. , B, and B’ = BiBi-, ... B; are two 
finite strings of turns such that 
0 
M 
&xv,+, . 
, I I 
..B.FFB,-‘~B,+,B, 
ii 1 
0 
= -1 0 i 0 i 
for i = 1, 2, . . . . s. Then 
M , , I- f&B,+ I... B,FFBs...B,+,B,- MFF 
and B’ = oppd BR). 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on s. Clearly it is true for 
s= 0. Assume it is true for s=O, 1, . . . . S - 1; we wish to prove it for s = S. 
We have 
M &&+I... BsFFB;...B;+,B; i 
for i= 1, 2, . . . . S. Now by the induction hypothesis we have 
MB~B,...B,FFB;...B;B; = MFF; 
hence 
M I rsr= B,B2B~...B,FFB,...B,B~B, M Bj FFB;. 
Now let us restrict our attention to the case FE (R, L}. (The case 
FE (U, D) is similar and is left to the reader.) Then it is easily verified that 
MLL=MRR= (-A -; 9); 
and therefore, for FE {R, L), 
M RFFL- -MI.FFR=MDFFD=MUFFU= 
M 
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Thus in order for 
to hold for i = 1, we must have B; = oppAB,), which by the above listing 
also implies 
M,,.,...,,;...,;,; = MFP 
This completes the induction proof. 1 
Combining Observation 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 gives us the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. fl 
EXAMPLE. Bending in alternate planes. The most natural example of a 
non-planar wire-bending is perhaps that where each successive bend is in a 
plane different from the previous bend. As an example, we may consider 
the infinite sequence of turns generated from the unbending instructions 
R, D, R, D, . . . . i.e., AZi= R and Azi+, = D. The first twenty-live terms of 
this turn sequence are given: 
n= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213141516171819202122232425 . . . 
a,=RDRRLDLDLULRRURRLULLRURDR... 
We will use this sequence as our canonical example in the next three 
sections. 
4. A MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF WIRE BENDING 
Theorem 3.1 gave a method to compute the nth term of a wire-bending 
sequence, a,, in 0(n) steps. 
In this section, we obtain a formula for a, in terms of the binary expan- 
sion of n and the sequence of unbending instructions A,, Al, . . . . This gives 
us a method to calculate a,, in O(log n) steps. 
We introduce the notation: 
6(E,F)= :, 
I7 
if EE {F, F}; 
otherwise. 
Thus 6(E, F) = 1 if E and F are in the same plane, and 6(E, F) = 0 
otherwise. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let {ai}i,, be the sequence of turns corresponding to the 
unfolding instructions A,, A,, . . . E (R, L, U, D }. Expand n in binary as 
n=(2k+l)2”= C e,(n)2’, 
j > 0 
where ej(n)E (0, 1). Then 
if Ci>s+l (ein) + ei+ I(n)) fi(Ai, A,) 5 0 (mod 2); 
otherwise. 
(5) 
ProoJ By induction on n. The reader can verify the case where n is a 
power of 2. Now assume the truth of (5) for all m < n. We wish to prove 
the theorem for n. Write n = (2k + 1) 2”, and 2’-’ <n < 2’. Write 
2’ - n = (2k’ + 1) 2”‘. Then s = s’. Now it is easily seen that 
e,(n) + e,(2’ -n) = 1 
foralliwiths+lfi<r-l.Hence 
e,(n) + e,(2’ -n) = ei+ l(n) + ei+ ,(2’- n) 
for s+ 1 <i<r-2. Thus 
e,(n) + ei+ ,(n) E e,(2’- n) + e,, ,(2’- n) (mod 2) 
for s+ 1 <i<r-2. Thus 
r-2 
J+, (e,V’- n) + ei+ ,(2’- n)) d(Ai, A,,) 
r-2 
z i=F+, (e,(n) + ei+ l(n)) a(Ai, A,). 
Now since 2’ - n < n, we may use induction to get 
if C;:,2+, (e,(n) + ei+ ,(n)) 6(Ai, A,) -0 (mod 2); 
otherwise. (6) 
On the other hand, Eqs. (1) and (2) of Section 3 imply that 
a, = 
if 6(a,, a2,-1) =O; 
otherwise. (7) 
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But a,,- I = A,- I by definition and, since 
a, E (ar-., C) = {A,, ;i3>, 
we see that 
a,= a,,-,, 
{- 
if 6(A,, A,- ,) = 0; 
(8) 
aZrdnr otherwise. 
Combining Eq. (6) and (8) we get 
if C;L,‘+ 1 (e,(n) + ei+ l(n)) a(Ai, A,) s 0 (mod 2); 
otherwise, 
(9) 
since e,- ,(n) = 1 and e,(n) = 0, which is equivalent to Eq. (5). Thus the 
theorem is proved. 1 
Several results appear immediately as corollaries. For example, in the 
case where all the unbending instructions are in the same plane, we have 
6(Aj, A,)= 1 for all i. Thus 
,>T+, (e,(n) + ei+ l(n)) 
=e ,+1(n)+2 1 e,(n) 
ias+ 
= es+ I(n) (mod 21, 
which provides the description of paperfolding sequences mentioned as 
Theorem 2.1 above. 
As a second application of Theorem 4.1, consider the example of bending 
in alternate planes which was considered at the end of Section 3. Here we 
have AZi=R and Azi+,= D. Thus 6(A,, A,) = 1 if and only if i E s (mod 2), 
and so 
iaF+ 1 (e,(n) + ei+ I(n)) @Ai, A,) E C et(n) (mod 2). 
i>s+2 
Hence if we write n = 4”(4k + a) with a E { 1,2,3}, then 
I 
R, if a#2 and m(k) = 0; 
L, if a#2 and m(k) = 1; 
a,= 
D, if a=2 and m(LWJ)=Q 
U, if a=2 and m(LWJ)= 1, 
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where {m(k))k,o is the Morse sequence; i.e., m(k) is the sum of the bits 
(mod 2) of the binary representation of k. 
Using this description of bending in alternate planes, we may easily 
prove the following description of the turn sequence, in which it is given as 
the image under rp of a fixed point of a substitution of length 2: 
R, +R,D,; L, -+L1U,; 
R,+LIDz; L+RIUz; 
R, + L,D,; L, -+ R,Ul; 
R4 + R,D,; L -+ L,U,; 
D, -+ R,R,; u, -+ Lb; 
D, -+ L,R,; Uz+R,L4. 
rp(W = R cPtLi) = L; rp(Di) = Q cp(U,) = u. 
Our final application of Theorem 4.1 gives a characterization of those 
wire-bending sequences which are automatic. Recall that an infinite 
sequence {u~}~~ 1 is said to be p-automatic if there exists a finite automaton 
and an associated map z whose domain is the set of states Q, such that the 
automaton reaches state q(n) when fed with the digits of n (written in base 
p), and a,, = z(q(n)). (For more examples of this concept, see [CKMR] or 
CAllI. 
Then we have 
THEOREM 4.2. The sequence of turns (an}n3, is 2-automatic iff the 
sequence of unbending instructions {A i} i B O is ultimately periodic. 
Prod If {41nal is 2-automatic, then (a,,}, r0 must be ultimately 
periodic. (For example, see [All] or [MP].) Thus it follows that {Ai}i,o 
is ultimately periodic, since Ai = u2,. 
To prove the other direction, we show how to implement the formula (5) 
as a finite automaton, leaving the proof that the implementation is correct 
to the reader. 
Since the sequence {Ai}i,o is ultimately periodic, there exist j, A4 such 
that A, = A,+j for all t 2 M. To keep track of the appropriate value of Ai, 
our automaton uses a finite set of indices 
z= { - 1, 0, 1, . ..) M+j}, 
as well as a map succ(i), which is defined as the appropriate member of Z 
such that Ai+, = ASuCCCij. 
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A state in our automaton will be a 5-tuple. (S, a, 8, k, s), where 
SE (0, 1, 2) is the state type; 
c( E (0, 1 > is the bit of the binary expansion of n just read; 
p E (0, 1 } is the current value of the sum (5); 
k E I is the current value of k; and 
s E I is the current value of s, which increases until the correct value of 
s is determined, after which it stays fixed. 
The component S keeps track of whether k < s, k = s, or k > s + 1, coded 
by S = 0, 1, or 2, respectively. 
The initial state is (0, 0, 0, - 1, - 1). 
The transition function T tells how to get from one state to another, 
based on reading a bit b of the binary expansion of n. It is defined by 
T((0, a, 0, k, s), b) = (6, u, 0, succ(k), succ(s)), 
T((1, a, 0, k s), b) = (2, b, b&h,,,~~~, A), succ(k), s), 
T((2, a, 8, k s),b) = (2, b, P + b+L,,~k~, A,) + WL A,), succ(k), s), 
for all ~1, fi, b E { 0, 1 } and all k, s E Z. 
Finally, the output of a state (S, a, /?, k, s) is defined by 
A*, if p=O; Z= 
{ x, if b= 1. 
The basic idea is that we use /? to keep track of the sum so far. A state of 
type 0 indicates that k < s; these terms do not contribute to the sum, so we 
essentially only increment the current value of k. A state of type 1 indicates 
that the right value of s has been found, so we add the proper term to /3 
and go to a state of type 2, where two terms per bit are added to p. This 
completes the sketch of the construction. 1 
At this point it seems reasonable to ask about the situation in n dimen- 
sions. Here we can define bending in 2(n - 1) different directions, and then 
ask about the description of the turn sequence. It turns out that 
Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 hold without change in this more general situation. 
We hope to say more about this in the future. 
5. BOUNDEDNESS PROPERTIES 
The curves traced out by connecting the sequence of lattice points 
(x,, y,) for a paperfolding sequence have two appealing properties: they 
are all self-avoiding and (hence) unbounded (see [DMP]). One naturally 
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wonders what can be said about wire-bending curves in three dimensions. 
The surprising answer is that many wire-bending curves are actually boun- 
ded in R3. (We will see in the next section, however, that these curves are 
aperiodic.) 
Let {h, yn, z,)~,~~ be the sequence of lattice points traced out by a 
wire-bending sequence whose sequence of turns is given by (a,>,, 1. 
Formally, we have 
(10) 
The boundedness of certain wire-bending sequences can be easily proven 
using the following 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose there exists a k such that 
(X2”, Yzk, Z2’) = (0, 0, 0). 
Then 
for all r 2 0. 
Proof. A geometric proof is easiest. Suppose that we have bent the wire 
k times and now completely unbend it. Imagine that at this last unbending, 
both ends coincide at the origin. Then this property (ends coincident at the 
origin) is easily seen to be invariant under the addition of an extra bend at 
the beginning. 1 
An algebraic proof can also be given, which we sketch here. Suppose 
Then we wish to show 
x!a/SO/I-2 
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for all s 2 0. We can do this by induction on s. Clearly it is true for s = 0, 1. 
Assume true for s = 0, 1, .., S- 1. Then 
Thus it suffices to show 
But this can proven by an appeal to symmetry, since the sequence of turns 
is a symmetric image of 
a,, . . . . a2k-J. I 
The simplest example of this lemma is for a wire-bending sequence 
whose last three bends are given by A, = R; A, = L; A, = D. The reader 
can easily verify that for this set of unbending instructions we have 
(x~,y~,z~)=(O,O,O). Thus any curve with A,=R, A,=L, and A,=D 
returns to the origin every 8 steps and is therefore bounded. 
A second example is given by the following theorem, which describes the 
bounded behavior of the bending in alternate planes which has been 
discussed previously in Sections 3 and 4. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A,, = R; A,, + , = D. Let (x,, y,, zn) be the sequence 
of lattice points corresponding to these unbending instructions. Then 
(X 25611~ y256n, Z256n) = to, O, O) 
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for all n B 0, and 
for all n 2 0. 
xi+ y::+zt,Q35 
ProoJ: The first statement is easily proven using the lemma; it suffices 
to verify tediously (say, with the aid of a computer) that 
(x 256, Y256, z256 ) = (0, 0, 0). 
To prove the second statement, first show that there are only 16 distinct 
strings of length 256 of the form 
a256ny a256n + 1) -) a256n + 255. 
Then examine the corresponding lattice point sequences (x,, y,, z,) and 
show that the furthest point from the origin is a reflection or rotation of 
(1, 3, 5). The details are left to the reader. 1 
(A stereoscopic picture of this curve, drawn by computer, appears in 
Fig. 5.) 
Many other bounded wire-bending curves are easily found using this 
lemma. However, it is possible for a wire-bending curve to be bounded 
without fulfilling the conditions of the lemma; for example, the curve 
corresponding to the unbending instructions A, = R; Ak = D for k > 1 can 
be shown to never have the property that (x2k, y2k, z2k) = (0, 0,O). 
However, this curve is also bounded. A stereoscopic picture of this curve 
appears in Fig. 6. 
It is interesting to compare these results with a theorem of Polya [Poll: 
a random walk in two dimensions visits every lattice point in the plane 
infinitely often with probability 1, while with probability one a random 
walk in three dimensions visits no point in the plane infinitely often. 
This is in sharp contrast to the curves resulting from wire bending, which 
in two dimensions visit no point infinitely often (and are essentially plane- 
FIG. 5. The c xrve RDRDR LDRD RD. 
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FIG. 6. The curve. RDDD D. 
filling) and in three dimensions are frequently bounded (and hence visit a 
finite set of points infinitely often). 
Of course, it is possible for a non-planar wire-bending curve to be 
unbounded. This may be visualized by using a “greedy algorithm”: we 
unbend in a direction that increases the distance of the current endpoint of 
the curve from the origin. 
For example, consider the curve corresponding to the unbending instruc- 
tions A,=R; A,=R; Ajk-,=U, A,,=D, and Asktl=L for kal. This 
curve satisfies 
4,+&+&=22”+~ 
for n31. 
6. WIRE BENDING AND PERTURBED SYMMETRIES 
In this section we obtain the generalization of description method D 
(from Section 2) for paper-folding sequences by defining a sequence of 
“twists” for wire-bending sequences. This sequence will also be described in 
terms of perturbed symmetries. An immediate corollary is a simple proof of 
the aperiodicity of all wire-bending sequences. 
In Section 2 we defined the sequence of “twists” for paper-folding sequen- 
ces, which is essentially the sequence it,,}, &, given by t, = f(a,, a, + , ), 
where a, is the sequence of turns and f is defined by 
an\4 + 1 R L 
R C z 
L Z C 
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We now wish to extend the domain off so that we can obtain a twist 
sequence for wire bending. 
Consider two consecutive turns (a,, a, + , ). If these turns are in the same 
plane (using the language of Section 3), then we may use the cz description 
as before. Otherwise, if the two turns are in different planes, we may 
characterize an ordered pair of turns as being “right-handed” (which we 
denote by the symbol + ) or “left-handed” (which we denote by - ). Note 
that two consecutive turns consist of three segments. The distinction 
between + and - is made by aligning the first segment with the x-axis, 
the second segment with the y-axis, and observing the direction of the third 
segment along the z-axis, using a right-handed coordinate system. The 
reader who objects to the haziness of this definition may prefer to use the 
following table: 
a,\4 + I R L U D 
R C z - + 
L Z C + - 
U + - c Z 
D -+zc 
As this new definition off coincides with the old f on {R, L} x {R, L), 
we will not distinguish between the two definitions in what follows. The 
twist sequence for wirebending is defined as t, = f(a,, a,,+,), where 
“d;;t,‘o” z;;;i:;q;:T’ - = + . and 4 = . - ;- -. 
EXAMPLE. The twist sequence for bending in alternate planes. Consider 
the wire-bending sequence discussed in previous sections, with unbending 
instructions AZk = R; A Zk+, = D. The lirst few terms of the twist sequence 
t, are: 
n= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213141516171819202122232425 . . . 
a,=RDRRLDLDLULRRURRLULLRURDR... 
t,=+-cc-+-++-zc-+cz+-cc-++-+.... 
As in Section 2, let T,, denote the sequence of 2” - 2 twists obtained after 
the wire has been bent n times and then unbent. It is left as an easy exercise 
for the reader to verify that 
T,=E; T,+,=TjsjT;, (11) 
where~sj~=2andsj~(+--,-++,~~,~~}. 
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Precisely which of the four possibilities for sj occurs depends on the 
sequence of unbending instructions A,, A,, A,, . . . . We have 
THEOREM 6.1. s,=f(Ao, Al)f(Ao, A,); 
‘j= 1 
ftA09 Aj)f(AO, Aj), if &A,, A,-,)=0 
f(A,, Aj)f(&, Aj), if 6(A,, A,_ i) = 1. 
for j> 1. 
ProoJ Note that 1 Tjl = 2j- 2, so 
Sj=f(azl- I, a211 f(a2h a2/+ 1). 
By Eq. (1 1 ), we know that t2k = t2k _, , sof(a2,-, , a2,) =f(a2,, a2/+ i). Thus 
it suffices to verify the statement of the theorem for only the first symbol of 
the string sI. 
The case j= 1 is trivial and is left to the reader. For j> 1, note that 
1 A 09 a up,= - if 6(Ao, Ajpl)=O A 01 if 6(Ao, Aj- I) = 1, 
by Eq. (8). Thus the description follows, since a2, = Aj. 1 
This theorem shows that the twist sequence is generated by iterations of 
the perturbed symmetry 
S,(w) = wawR. 
This transformation was studied in detail in [DKMP, MF, S33. In fact, it 
is easy to see that every iteration 
where ejE ( + - , - + , cz, zcf, generates a twist sequence. 
The description in terms of perturbed symmetries also allows us to give a 
simple proof of the aperiodicity of wire-bending sequences. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let {a,},, , be the wire-bending sequence with unfolding 
instructions A,, Al, . . . . Then (a,>,, , is not ultimately periodic. 
Proof. Suppose it were ultimately periodic. Then the associated twist 
sequence {tn}nal would also be ultimately periodic. Now define a map cp 
such that 
d+ )=c; cp(- )=z; 
tp(c)=c; q(z) = z. 
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Then b~(tJh,~~ is the twist sequence for some wire-bending sequence in 
the plane, i.e., a paper-folding sequence. Let {aLjnz, 1 be a turn sequence 
corresponding to {cp(t,)>,,,. Since {q(t,)},,,, is periodic, so is {u~},,~~. 
But this is impossible, since Theorem 2.2 showed that all paper-folding 
sequences are aperiodic. 1 
7. RELATIONSHIP TO CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
Recall that a simple continued fraction is an expression of the form 
I( 1 x=a,+l a,+- ) a,+ ... > (12) 
where the partial quotients ai are integers and ai > 1 for i>, 1. We will 
abbreviate (12) in the traditional form 
x= [ao, a,, a2, . ..I. 
KmoSek [Kmo] proved that the continued fraction for each of the 
numbers 
c Eng-2n, (13) 
where E, = + 1, and g > 3 is an integer, has bounded partial quotients. Less 
general results had previously been obtained by the second author 
[Sl, S2]. 
In [BMF, S3], the continued fractions for the numbers (13) were 
described by means of perturbed symmetries; namely, we have 
THEOREM 7.1. Let ~~ = 1 and E, = + 1 for n >, 1. Then 
c E,g-2n= ‘9 g--El, n S~g--E,+En+2,g--E,-E.+2)(g+El+E2, g+ l-E2) . 
II>0 IV,1 1 
Since as we have seen in Section 6 above, the wire-bending curves are 
also generated by iterations of perturbed symmetries S,(b), where a and b 
are strings of length 2, we should be able to find a sequence of unbending 
instructions whose image gives us the continued fraction for the number 
(13). 
One way to do this is as follows: 
THEOREM 7.2. Consider the set of twist sequences T where, in the 
notation of Eq. (ll), ifs,~ { + -, - + }, then sip {cz, zc} for-j> 1, while if 
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S,E{CZ,ZC}, then siE{+ -, - + > for j > 1. Then there is a one-one 
correspondence between the elements of T and the numbers ( 13) with E,, = 1. 
This correspondence is given by Theorem 7.1 and the map q, where CJI is 
defined by 
cp(+)=g+2; d-)=g; dc) = g; q?(z)= g-2. 
Proof: Left to the reader. 1 
Let us give an example of this theorem. Suppose we consider the number 
i.e., where E, = 1 for all n. Then from Theorem 7.1, 
Jo gP”= co, g- 1, S,“,,,-,,k+2? s)l 
= co, g- 1, cp(SE3 + - ))I, 
so the number (14) corresponds to the twist sequence S:( + - ). 
We may find a turn sequence corresponding to the twist sequence 
Sz( + - ) by using Theorem 6.1. For example, we may take A, = R, 
A,=D, A,=R, and A,=L for k$3. 
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